
1. INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY FOR THE MAIN LIBRARY

Committee: Culture & Community Facilities 

Cost: $60,000 

Location: Main Library, 449 Broadway 

Short Description: This project will fund an iPad lending kiosk and 16 iPads, as well as a 
permanent interactive screen in the Children’s Room of the Main Library.  

Long Description: One role of the public library is to provide a bridge across any digital divide 
within a community. The technology additions mentioned below will help to expand access for 
those who do not have their own devices or wireless internet.  

A permanent interactive screen in the Children’s Room would foster collaborative learning 
among the city’s youth. A large plasma screen system would run changeable software programs 
that would be developmentally and thematically varied, and would support STEAM curricula and 
21st century learning.  

As mobile devices become ever more common, patrons are increasingly interested in borrowing 
tablets instead of using a fixed public access computer. An iPad kiosk is a system where a 
patron inserts a library card and an iPad is checked out and released. Upon return, the kiosk 
charges the iPads and maintains the settings – functions that are too technically labor-intensive 
for busy public service staff to do manually. The self-sufficient kiosk will enable the Library to 
circulate 16 iPads to the public. This would help to alleviate the sometimes long waits for 
desktop computers and allow city residents to use the latest technology in the comfort of their 
own homes.  
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2. DIGITAL SIGN AT CITY HALL IN MULTIPLE LANGUAGES

Committee: Culture & Community Facilities 

Cost: $75,000 

Location: Cambridge City Hall lawn 

Short Description: Digital sign that will scroll announcements in multiple languages and 
welcome people to Cambridge. It will be easily seen when residents go by and will be a 
prototype that if successful can be replicated in other areas of the city. 

Long Description: After receiving multiple requests for digital signage across the city, it was 
decided that starting with one at City Hall would provide an updated way for residents to obtain 
information and test how the new signage was received and utilized. By having information in 
multiple languages, it would assist those whose first language is not English. This would be a 
welcoming presence to new residents of Cambridge. 

The sign would welcome people to the city and provide information in multiple languages 
regarding events around the city, information about Cambridge, closures, voting, and other city-
related information. City staff will update the sign regularly and they will be able to share more 
information in more languages than with traditional signs. 
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3. LITTLE FREE LIBRARIES (BOOK EXCHANGES)

Committee: Culture & Community Facilities 

Cost: $16,250 

Location: 13 locations - 1 in each Cambridge neighborhood 

Short Description: Informal Book Exchanges are already popular in Cambridge on streets and 
at the Public Works yard. This project would install 13 Little Free Libraries to support literacy, 
community engagement, and fun throughout the streets of our city. 

Long Description: Have you seen the cardboard box on the sidewalk with a FREE sign? 
Somehow books placed in those boxes find good homes. Imagine a drier and more kempt way 
to exchange your books. Enter Little Free Libraries, where you can take a book, leave a book, 
and share a book. Placing a well-designed, waterproof container in each of the neighborhoods 
of Cambridge will improve the friendliness of the streetscape or park and possibly lead to 
sharing and more interactions.  Parks, community gardens, and dog parks could be prioritized 
as locations for the Little Free Libraries.  

There are currently four Little Free Libraries on Cambridge streets and they are well used and 
loved by their neighbors. Each has a magically changing selection of books for all ages. The 
City’s Agenda for Children's Literacy Initiative receives many gently used books that they would 
like to contribute to fill the libraries along with what neighbors will leave. Cambridge has a 
reputation as one of the most well-read cities in the United States so there will be no shortage of 
books to exchange. 
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4. CAMBRIDGE GARDEN OF PEACE

Committee: Culture & Community Facilities 

Cost: $350,000 

Location: Location to be determined through a community process 

Short Description: The Peace Garden will include a memorial for loved ones from Cambridge 
whose lives were taken due to violence. The Peace Garden will be a place of tranquility and 
reflection.   

Long Description: As our city continues to experience murder and other violent deaths, we 
need to provide a space for grieving families to help transform their pain and grief into comfort 
and reflection. This site, comprised of benches and stones, ornate objects, or a wall reflecting 
names of loved ones, will serve as a lasting memorial and will be a powerful visual tribute to 
Cambridge residents who are victims of homicide, suicide, or catastrophic accidents. Family, 
friends, and neighbors can reflect, remember, and memorialize loved ones from Cambridge.  
Stones or objects engraved with the names of victims of violence will be placed in the garden 
each year. Similar to the Boston Peace Garden, trees, landscaping, and benches will enhance 
the area so that those left behind will have a beautiful, safe, tranquil place to reflect and 
remember their loved ones. 

The exact location of the Cambridge Peace Garden will be determined through a community 
process.  Location options for the Peace Garden could include an area within Riverside Press 
Park at River Street and Memorial Drive, which is easily accessible by public buses on River 
Street and Western Avenue and a short walk from Central and Harvard Squares. Another 
possible location could be the park at the corner of Memorial Drive and Western Avenue.  This 
park is to be named after Nelson Mandela and the Peace Garden would also fit very well in that 
space.  

The cost of $350,000 listed here represents the proportion that the City of Cambridge would 
contribute to building the Peace Garden. The total cost of the project would be significantly 
higher. However, COGdesign of Somerville, MA has agreed to contribute landscaping and pro 
bono work to help defray the cost of the Peace Garden. In addition, the City’s Open Space 
Committee is supportive of this project. 
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Riverside Press Park, one potential location for the Cambridge Garden of Peace: 

Photos from Boston’s Peace Garden: 
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5. BLOCK PARTY TRAILER WITH PARTY EQUIPMENT

Committee: Culture & Community Facilities  

Cost: $81,000 

Location: Residents to request as needed 

Short Description: A vehicle or trailer, equipped with supplies needed for bringing neighbors 
together at outdoor block parties.  

Long Description: Block parties are designed to unite neighbors, strengthen communities, help 
promote safety, improve communication, and celebrate collective efforts within the community. 
When community members apply for a block party permit, they can also sign up to borrow the 
trailer and equipment from the City.  

This project will be beneficial in neighborhoods with low-income residents, especially 
households/families with youth and young adults like Area IV and areas with a large 
concentration of seniors, during favorable weather conditions. A stronger sense of community 
could subsequently attract more people to the neighborhood and invariably increase property 
values and reputation. 

The block party trailer/vehicle would come equipped with: 
 Commercial charcoal grill
 Tiki torches
 No Parking signs (portable barricades)
 Portable sound system with microphone and stands (for announcements and music)
 Traffic safety cones (to block street ends)
 Pop-up shade canopies/tents
 Folding tables and chairs
 Sports equipment and games
 Trash and recycling receptacles
 Ice chests
 Popcorn machine
 Snow-cone machine
 Drink coolers
 Generator
 First aid kit
 Fire extinguisher
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6. FREE WIFI AND SOOFA BENCHES IN 3 PARKS

Committee: Culture & Community Facilities 

Cost: $92,000 

Location: Wifi and Soofa benches in Lopez, Raymond & Dana Parks; Soofa benches in Porter 
& Inman Squares and the Main Library 

Short Description: This project would install free public wifi in 3 Cambridge parks that are in 
areas with limited access to free wifi and 10 solar-powered benches that allow residents and 
visitors to charge their electronic devices for free in public areas. 

Long Description: Wifi and Soofa benches allow residents and visitors to stay connected in 
public places. Free wifi and Soofa benches already exist in several parts of the city, but we have 
identified three parks (Lopez Park, Raymond Park, and Dana Park) in three different 
neighborhoods of Cambridge that would benefit from the addition of wifi, as well as three high-
traffic areas of Cambridge (Porter Square, Inman Square, and the Main Library) in need of 
Soofa charging benches.   

Lopez Park in East Cambridge, Dana Park in Cambridgeport, and Raymond Park in West 
Cambridge are all multi-use, small parks in areas with limited wifi options. They would provide 
much needed access points in these neighborhoods. The parks attract various members of the 
community: children and families for the playgrounds and open space, members of community 
gardens, sporting groups for fields and basketball courts, and community members looking for 
somewhere to sit and enjoy the green space.  

Soofa benches provide solar-powered charging stations to so many people who depend on their 
electronic devices. Have you ever been caught waiting for a bus or a friend or just trying to enjoy 
the outside, but your phone or other device is dying? Soofa benches take up as much space as 
a traditional bench, but provide an important, free service that can be utilized by anyone with a 
device in need of charging. These benches will also collect data: weather and temperature data, 
pedestrian traffic, and other non-sensitive data that will be available through Cambridge’s open 
data portal. These benches may provide 
information that will help us understand 
Cambridge better! 
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7. SHAPE UP OUR SQUARES!

Committee: Streets, Sidewalks & Transit 

Cost: $40,000

Location: Central and Inman Squares

Short Description: Paint green bike lanes through the intersections on Massachusetts Avenue 
in Central Square and Hampshire Street in Inman Square to improve safety for drivers, bikers, 
and pedestrians. 

Long Description: The main intersections in Central and Inman Squares have high volumes of 
cars, buses, bicycles, and pedestrians on a daily basis. The City’s policy and practice with 
regard to painting bike lanes is to use green paint where there are potential points of conflict, 
such as at intersections and some street crossings. This proposal is to paint the bike lanes 
green at the primary square intersections - Mass. Avenue and Prospect Street in Central 
Square, and Hampshire Street in Inman Square. To increase awareness of bicycle presence 
further, the Mass. Avenue and Hampshire Street bike lanes should continue through the 
intersections with dashed lines. An example of the recommended treatment exists on Main 
Street at the intersection of Vassar Street in Cambridge, as well as on Commonwealth Avenue 
near Boston University.

Photos/images: Part 1: Inman Square video: https://youtu.be/wwDJ15Z8e2Q 

Intersection on Main Street at Vassar Street: Example of bike lanes continued through the 
intersection.
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Commonwealth Avenue near Boston University, notoriously dangerous for bicyclists. The green 
paint here helps cyclists assert themselves in this difficult intersection. 

 
 

Inman Square: To demonstrate scope of repainting. 
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8. FASTER, BETTER #1 BUS FOR CAMBRIDGE 

 

Committee: Streets, Sidewalks & Transit 
 

Cost: $250,000 

 

Location: Massachusetts Avenue 
 

Short Description: Increase on-time trips and reduce bus commuter transit times for the #1 
Bus on Massachusetts Avenue by installing a Transit Signal Priority system at intersections 
allowing buses to extend green lights to get through traffic faster.  
 

Long Description: According to the MBTA, on a typical weekday over 13,000 riders take the #1 
bus along Mass. Avenue, making it the fourth most used bus in the entire system. However, 
because Mass. Avenue is a central thoroughfare in Cambridge, traffic frequently creates 
significant delays along the route for riders. Installing Transit Signal Priority technology along the 
route would enable buses traveling it to signal to traffic lights to increase the length of green 
lights, allowing buses to clear intersections before the light changes to red. This technology has 
been adopted in numerous places across the country including Portland, OR and Los Angeles, 
CA. The results have brought significant improvements in travel time for passengers as well as 
increased schedule reliability.  
 

The City’s Traffic, Parking & Transportation Department has already been studying the use of 
Transit Signal Priority along the Massachusetts Avenue corridor because they believe it to be 
effective, and Participatory Budgeting funding 
would allow them to put the system into 
place. Further, the MBTA has already 
installed the necessary transponders in all 
buses, easing the implementation of this 
system. Putting in Transit Signal Priority 
transponders at choke point intersections 
along Mass. Avenue would help to ease 
congestion, reduce travel time for bus riders, 
and improve bus schedule reliability. It would 
be a tremendous benefit to the many 
Cambridge residents who rely upon the #1 
bus for transportation. 
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9. SEPARATE BIKE LANES FROM TRAFFIC 

 

Committee: Streets, Sidewalks & Transit 
 

Cost: $50,000 

 

Location: Citywide 

 

Short Description: Improve safety for drivers and bikers by moving bike lanes to be between 
street parking spots and the sidewalk, reducing car-bike interactions and potential collisions.  
 

Long Description: Moving existing bike lanes to the stationary side of parked cars has been 
implemented in many cities and countries, including New York City, Portland, and throughout 
Scandinavia. In fact, Cambridge has successfully piloted this idea on Ames Street in Kendall 
(see photo A below). A current issue is that cars, unfamiliar with the striping, park in the bicycle 
lane. The Cambridge Traffic Department suggested that with more than one location, cars would 
become more familiar and park only in the designated spots. The design possibilities, ranging 
from simple to decorative, can work to keep out cars using minimal street space (see photo B). 
 

The fact is that traditional bike lanes are good at making cyclists feel safe and do improve 
visibility, but they do not protect cyclists adequately from harm from dooring or moving vehicles 
(photo C). Protected bike lanes, on the other hand, do reduce conflicts and stress for cyclists. 
Such an improvement to the bike lane would benefit all cyclists in and around Cambridge, 
because improving one road improves connectivity throughout the region. This project benefits 
car-drivers by removing the potential to open a door into a bike lane, as well as reduced stress 
from not having bicyclists slipping past a blind side. Studies consistently show—and experience 
corroborates—that for many people, dangerous road conditions is the reason they don’t bicycle. 
With all of the environmental and social benefits of bicycling, making it accessible to all comfort 
levels must be a high priority. 
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A: Aerial view of Ames Street’s protected bike lanes on both sides.  
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B: Minimal extra space required for a safer bicycle lane.                         
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10. MAKE MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SAFER FOR BIKERS 

 

Committee: Streets, Sidewalks & Transit 
 

Cost: $70,000 

 

Location: Along Massachusetts Avenue 
 

Short Description: Improve safety on Massachusetts Avenue by adding shared lane markings 
for bicycles, along with signs saying “Bike Route,” “Bicycle May Use Full Lane,” and “Watch for 
Cyclists” where bike lanes are not already present.  
 

Long Description: Massachusetts Avenue is part of the Bicycle Network Plan. Commuters, 
shoppers, families, and students all bike on Mass. Avenue, competing with heavy traffic, 
including large trucks and buses. But two stretches of Mass. Avenue have no accommodations 
for bicycles. The most recent 2015 Bicycle Network Plan ranks Mass. Avenue as 
unaccommodating for all but very experienced cyclists, and community input maps show that 
Mass. Avenue is a place where cyclists would like to see improvements. As a solution, we 
propose painting shared lane markings (approximately 100) and installing more signs 
(approximately 45) to improve conditions for bicycles on Mass. Avenue.   
 

Specifically, we propose painting shared lane markings in the center of the right lane in both 
directions, where Mass. Avenue is currently too narrow for bike lanes: from Central Square to 
Harvard Square, and from north of Porter Square to the Arlington line. We also propose adding 
frequent, large signs that say “Bike Route,” “Bicycle May Use Full Lane,” and “Watch for 
Cyclists.” The shared lane markings and the bicycle awareness signs will benefit drivers by 
making them more aware of cyclists, while also giving cyclists more confidence to use the road. 
According to the 2015 Bicycle Network Plan, shared lane markings reduce by half the proportion 
of cyclists who feel “very uncomfortable” riding in commercial areas.  
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This is currently the only bike signage on Northern Mass. Avenue.  
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Here you can see a cyclist riding on northern Mass. Avenue, where there are no bike lanes, no 
shared lane markings, and no bike route signs:  
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11. REAL-TIME BUS ARRIVAL MONITORS IN HARVARD SQUARE 

 

Committee: Streets, Sidewalks & Transit 
 

Cost: $24,000  
 

Location: 2 locations in Harvard Square 

 

Short Description: Real-time bus arrival monitors at 2 bus stops in Harvard Square will inform 
travelers when the next bus will arrive, so they can adjust their plans if needed.  
 

Long Description: Real-time bus arrival monitors inform travelers waiting at the bus stops 
precisely when their next bus will arrive. Large digital displays announcing arrival times will 
reduce the uncertainty and anxiety often associated with bus travel. People can then adjust their 
travel plans so they are not stuck waiting outside at the bus stop. They can run errands, grab 
food, or inform others of their arrival time. Knowing when the bus will come reassures travelers 
that the next bus is not far away - or that it’s coming at all! 
  
These are some of the most heavily used bus stops in Cambridge, so many people would 
benefit from these signs. In addition, monitors are especially useful to people without 
smartphones who cannot otherwise access real-time arrival predictions.  
 

Possible locations include Johnston Gate and across from Holyoke Street or in the tunnel at the 
Harvard Square T stop. 
 

 Real-Time Bus Arrival Monitors in New York City & Chicago: 
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12. FIVE WATER BOTTLE REFILL STATIONS 
 

Committee: Environment, Health & Safety 
 
Cost: $40,000 
 
Location: Citywide 
 
Short description:  At a water bottle refill station you get 
a healthy drink for free!  The Cambridge Public Health 
Department recommends drinking more water and less 
sugary drinks. 
 
Long description: Cambridge water comes from Fresh Pond to our homes, schools, and 
parks. It’s a clean, safe, and healthy choice. Water bottle refill stations in public places across 
the city encourage people to drink more water and use fewer disposable plastic bottles.   
 

Bottled Water Infographic from CREDO:  
Suggested locations: Fresh Pond, 
Russell Field, Haggerty School, 
Cambridge Common, and Donnelly Field. 
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13. WELLINGTON-HARRINGTON COMMUNITY GARDEN 
 
Committee: Environment, Health & Safety 
 
Cost:  $100,000 
 
Location:  Location to be determined through a community process 
 
Short Description: The Wellington-Harrington neighborhood is full of gardeners but has no 
community gardens. Let’s support our neighbors’ desire to bring a community garden to 
Wellington-Harrington. They’ve organized, we’ve listened - let’s make it happen!  
 
Long Description: The Wellington-Harrington neighborhood, north of Area IV and west of 
East Cambridge, is one of the few areas of the city lacking a community garden.  Waiting lists 
exist at other gardens, so these residents are not likely to find available plots elsewhere. A 
small, City-owned lot between Windsor Street and Webster Avenue, bordered by Lincoln 
Street on the north and a private residence on the south, provides an ideal location, and has 
been offered to a neighborhood group with a well-thought-out proposal to transform it into a 
wonderful, cooperative community garden, providing resources to grow food while cultivating 
community partnerships and relationships.  There will be approximately 20 raised garden plots 
and volunteers will take turns providing maintenance and watering the plants.  There will also 
be space to rest, a bike repair stand, fresh water, and other neighborhood resources.  
 
Help turn this: 
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Into a thriving garden like these: 
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14. VETERANS’ GARDEN 

 

Committee: Environment, Health & Safety 

 

Cost: $250,000 

 
Location: Location to be determined 
through a community process 

 

Short Description: Veterans of war often 
return home with severe but unseen 
injuries. 8,000 veterans, each year, take 
their own lives. A garden design to heal 
the wounds of war for vets and their 
families is the purpose of this project. Help 
make it possible.  
 

 

 

 

Long Description: A veterans’ garden is intended to provide an opportunity for veterans and 
their families to strengthen social and family bonds after separation and the ravages of war. 
Census data show there are about 4,082 Cambridge veterans and family members who could 
benefit from this project with potential to access to horticultural therapy.  
 

Gardening and the natural environment nurtures a healing process by providing opportunities 
to learn, socialize, or meditate. Walkways would be wheelchair accessible and raised beds 
would ensure that all visitors have access.  Features could include varied sensory paths or 
walkways, raised beds, a greenhouse, a 
picnic table, outdoor chimes or bamboo 
instruments, a meditation area, outdoor 
recreation facility, a dog watering station, a 
bird bath, integrated landscaping, and water 
dispensing area.  
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Meditation hut suggestion  
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15. CAMBRIDGE PREPARED FOOD RESCUE FREEZER VAN 

 

Committee: Environment, Health & Safety 

 

Cost: $48,000  
 

Location: Citywide 

 

Short Description: Let’s feed the hungry in our city. A freezer van is the vital piece of equipment 
that would allow Cambridge and its partners to potentially double prepared food rescue deliveries 
from roughly 3,500 healthy frozen meals to 7,000 each week.  
 

Long Description: There are many in the Cambridge community who would benefit from access 
to healthy prepared frozen meals. These individuals and families may not have access to a 
kitchen, may be homeless, working multiple jobs with no time to cook for their families, or 
experiencing other barriers that make cooking healthy meals challenging.  Through the 
Participatory Budgeting process, we heard your request for no one to go hungry in our city!  

 

With access to a freezer van, the city 
can potentially double the number of 
healthy frozen meals made available 
through prepared food rescue. A 
freezer van is the essential piece of 
equipment to grow and sustain 
prepared food rescue. With the 
proper equipment, by 2016 the 
Cambridge Prepared Food Rescue 
Project has the potential to be 
distributing over 7,000 healthy frozen 
meals per week to those in need.  
 

On October 1, 2014, Massachusetts implemented a commercial food waste ban, prohibiting the 
disposal of large quantities of food waste via the municipal waste stream. This is an exciting 
opportunity to expand prepared food rescue, getting healthy prepared meals to those who need 
them most while decreasing the amount of food waste in the waste stream, as now required by 
state law. Cambridge can be the model for implementing the state food waste ban in a manner that 
redistributes edible food surplus back into the community and makes sure no one goes hungry in 
our city.  
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16. THE SUSTAINABLE ENERGY PILOT 
 

Committee: Environment, Health & Safety 
 
Cost: $90,000 
 
Location: War Memorial Recreation Center and 1 City parking lot  
 
Short Description: Picture a future where Cambridge residents are making sustainable energy 
choices. Let’s start now - install energy conversion devices on gym equipment and a rapid 
electric vehicle charging station.  
 
Long Description:  Gym equipment that converts kinetic energy to electrical energy could 
power some devices at the War Memorial Recreation Center, bringing an innovative process to 
Cambridge. Let’s convert exercise energy to electrical energy.  Find out how pedaling an 
exercise bike becomes wattage that powers your cell phone.  
 
Install a single level 3 (DC fast charger) electric vehicle (EV) charging station for public access 
to increase incentives for drivers to switch to EVs from vehicles that use fossil fuels.  Level 3 
stations charge EVs in an hour, which is eight times as fast as the City’s current EV charging 
stations.  A level 3 charger parking spot would become available more frequently, encouraging 
more residents to purchase EVs.  
 
These sustainable energy pilots will enhance Cambridge's reputation as a progressive green 
city.  
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17. NURSING POD FOR MOTHERS AND INFANTS 
 
Committee: Environment, Health & Safety 
 
Cost: $20,000 
 
Location: City Hall, 3rd floor, Central Square 

Short description: Provide an attractive 
private space where working mothers and 
community members can breastfeed or pump 
during the work day.  Provision of break time 
and a private area for nursing or pumping is 
required by the Fair Labor Standards Act.   
 
Long description: Provide an attractive private 
space where working and visiting mothers can 
breastfeed or pump during the work day. 
 
Returning to work after the birth of a child is a 
big transition. New mothers need private space 
where they can breastfeed or pump during the 

day.  Bathrooms are not clean or private areas for nursing, and using a coworker’s office or 
conference room for nursing or pumping can be awkward. 
 
City of Cambridge policy on break time for employees provides flexible work time 
arrangements and a clean, private space for nursing mothers as required by the Fair Labor 
Standards Act.  These workplace policies on break time are an important part of the City’s 
employee and family wellness plan. The space would also be available to the community. 
 

Signage can be 
customized. 
 

Door has an 
“Occupied” lock.  
 

Space is easy to 
clean.

Graphics: Mamava
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18. INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND FOR ALL KIDS 
 
Committee: Parks, Recreation, & Education 
 
Cost: $305,000 
 
Location: Location to be determined through a community process 
 
Short Description: This Universal Design playground would include equipment that is 
designed to be usable by everyone without special adaptations or retrofitting. This is greatly 
needed to create inclusive physical environments in the community. 
 
Long Description: The Cambridge Commission for Persons with Disabilities has long 
advocated for Universal Design (UD), also referred to as human-centered design. Listed below 
are eight examples of playground equipment that embrace the UD philosophy. Bundled 
together in a careful and thoughtful way, into a single City of Cambridge playground, it would 
comprise the City’s first fully UD playground. This is greatly needed to create inclusive physical 
environments in the community. The exact location of UD playground equipment will be 
determined through a community process. Possible locations include the Clarendon Avenue 
Playground and the Morse School Playground.   

                                                                                            
The Seagull: 

The Seagull is a “sympathetic” swing: a child of special needs can sit on one swing seat and 
automatically swings by the movement and pumping of the child on the other seat.   
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Integration Carousel: 

Specially designed to be accessible at ground level, the Integration Carousel can be enjoyed 
by children of all abilities. It accommodates up to two wheelchairs that are protected by the 
safety bars. 

 
 
 
Spaghettini:  

The Spaghettini is a very sculptural and aesthetically pleasing piece of equipment that offers 
upper body activities for children and adults of all ages and abilities. 
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Water Whirl: 

The Water Whirl is meant as a focus point for pedestrian walkways or for playgrounds where 
people (children and adults) can admire the development of the water eddy by turning the 
handle at different speeds.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Floating Rock:  

The Floating Rock is a natural stone that can be pushed by children and adults of all ages and 
abilities. By pushing the rock you will experience the weight of the rock as well as the texture 
and the temperature (heat and cold). 
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Stone Abacus:  

The Stone Abacus is educational and offers with its natural rocks a touch of the natural world. 
To be used by users of all ages and abilities.  

 

 
 
Distortion Mirror: 

The Distortion Mirror is made of highly polished stainless steel and is fun for everybody 
creating convex or concave self images. Interactive for all ages. 
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Tilia Chimes: 

The Tilia chimes are uniquely pleasant sounding and soft to the ear. They are pentatonically 
tuned, meaning that no matter what notes are played, they will always be pleasing. 
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19. VOLLEYBALL COURT AT DANEHY PARK 
 
Committee: Parks, Recreation & Education  
 
Cost: $61,000  
 
Location: Danehy Park 
 
Short Description: Creating an outdoor volleyball court would be an exciting addition to the 
city, especially since there is not currently an outdoor court in all of Cambridge!  The court would 
have sand and a sturdy net for three-season usage.   
 
Long Description: There isn't a public volleyball court in the whole city. Volleyball is a huge 
sport in Cambridge. There are adult volleyball leagues in Cambridge, including the Cambridge 
Boston Volleyball Association, six teams at the high school, four middle school campuses, and 
all those who want to play recreationally.  People who want to play for recreational use cannot 
easily do so, because the various school gyms around the city are reserved for leagues and 
school teams.  
 
The proposed location for this project is Danehy Park since there is a wide range of space 
throughout the park, but we are also open to a different location if applicable. The proposed 
court would be sand and would be a permanent part of the park, so it can be enjoyed for three 
seasons! This benefits the whole community, because it is would be a welcoming court for all to 
use.  
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20. INVENTION AND PRODUCTION OF MUSIC 
 
Committee: Parks, Recreation & Education 
 
Cost: $150,000 
 
Location: Frisoli, Gately, & Russell Youth Centers 
 
Short Description: Install music studios and equipment at the Frisoli, Gately, and Russell 
Youth Centers to inspire creativity, enable pre-teens and teens to express their skills and 
passions, and provide youth with another recreational outlet.  
 

 
 
Long Description: There is an immense need for music studios at the City’s youth centers 
since several youth have an interest in music and the production of music. Youth are very 
interactive with aspects of music such as songwriting, autotune, voiceover, and forming beats 
with drums. Therefore, in order to help youth achieve their goal, they need access to sufficient 
music studios and equipment. The Frisoli, Gately, and Russell Youth Centers each have space 
to accommodate this proposal.  
 
Several of the pre-teens and teens would greatly benefit from this project because of their 
interest in expressing oneself through the art of music. Staff are very involved in music 
workshops and would be willing to run the music studios at each youth center. Having a music 
studio in each youth center will have great impact, because it creates more diversity in the 
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types of activities offered. Youth will be able to expand their skills in music and compose music 
for small performances, which will bring the community together more often. Music studios give 
youth the opportunity to practice a specific instrument and influence them to take music 
classes in the future. Also, equipment is expensive for individuals to purchase on their own to 
create music. 
 
Music equipment is estimated to cost $15,000 per studio.  An additional $35,000 per youth 
center has been budgeted to cover any construction that might be necessary to soundproof or 
alter a space to provide an adequate music studio.    
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21. NEW CHAIRS FOR CAMBRIDGE PUBLIC SCHOOLS! 
 
Committee: Parks, Recreation & Education  
 
Cost: $190,000  
 
Location: CRLS and 3 Upper Schools  
 
Short Description: We need new chairs in CPS schools, specifically the Cambridge Rindge 
and Latin School (CRLS), Cambridge Street Upper School, Putnam Avenue Upper School, 
and Rindge Avenue Upper School. 
 
Long description: The current metal chairs in Cambridge public schools are extremely small 
and uncomfortable. The materials of the chairs break off easily; therefore, they should be 
replaced with new chairs that have cushioning and armrests, or taller chairs that are made of 
comfortable materials.  
 
Students sit on chairs approximately 6-7 hours per day; therefore, the chairs would have a 
huge impact on the student population. For example, they would improve posture and spine 
support, which assures students more comfort. After sitting on uncomfortable, undersized 
chairs for many hours, students’ muscles are tight. Better chairs help assist students’ learning 
because being upright and comfortable increases attention span and alertness. 1,000 chairs 
would be INCREDIBLE for CRLS because it has a great number of students and 300 chairs 
per upper school would be beneficial since the chairs haven’t been updated for a while. This 
proposal assumes a cost of $100 per chair.  
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22. OUTDOOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT 
 
Committee: Parks, Recreation, & Education 
 
Cost: $260,000 
 
Location: Danehy Park and 3 other parks  
 
Short Description: Installing outdoor exercise equipment similar to the fitness stations along 
the Charles River in Boston at Danehy Park and three other Cambridge parks would provide a 
health benefit for the whole community. 
 
Long Description: Not everyone can afford to pay for monthly gym memberships. People in 
Cambridge need areas to get fit and to enjoy doing it. What is better than a free facility for all, 
especially one in the great outdoors?  People can use outdoor exercise equipment any time and 
will reap health benefits, especially as they get older. Using outdoor exercise equipment will also 
help people de-stress after working long days.   
 
Ideas were submitted to install outdoor exercise equipment at Danehy Park, Donnelly Field, 
Sennott Park, and Lowell Park.  $50,000 is budgeted to replace the old equipment at Danehy 
Park.  The remaining $210,000 is budgeted to install new equipment at three other parks.  The 
exact parks and locations will be determined through a community process.  
 
Outdoor exercise equipment near the Charles River in Boston: 
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23. REMODEL THE KITCHEN AT THE FRISOLI YOUTH CENTER 
 
Committee: Parks, Recreation & Education  
 
Cost: $200,000 
 
Location: 61 Willow Street 
 
Short description: The kitchen area in the Frisoli Youth Center is in dire need of renovating. 
Replace the stove, dishwasher, cabinets, and countertops in the Frisoli Youth Center kitchen. 
This project can serve many Cambridge youth! 
 
Long Description: The kitchen area in the Frisoli Youth Center is in dire need of renovating. 
Youth such as preteens and teens often have programs that require use of the kitchen to learn 
cooking techniques. The kitchen is in a bad state because some of the stove burners do not 
work and are popping out, making the stove dangerous and unsafe for youth and staff to use.  
Another problem is the sink. Dirt and food waste often piles on top of the sink because the drain 
does not work properly. The dishwasher is also unusable and needs to be replaced. In order to 
have a clean and safe environment for youth to prepare food, they need a kitchen that has 
working equipment to cook and store food and clean the space. This project can serve many 
Cambridge youth! 
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